Knowledge Management & Innovation in 4.x (.0 & h) industrial context:
Moving QMS (Quality Management System) from “problem solving” toward “expandable rationality”.
Knowledge management, being defined as the process of capturing, distributing, and effective use of
knowledge1, is a process that is utilized by individuals and organizations in either a conscious or
unconscious way.
Most organizations have already implemented multiple forms of knowledge management structures
and tools including AI (Artificial Intelligence) inside industrial engineering, methods, marketing, or
research laboratories departments. If it seemed possible to manage knowledge in the past, then why
knowledge management is today coming back as an important research scope for many industries
when big data world, advanced algorithms and unsurpassed computer power are available? This
question seems to be a paradox. Indeed, in their daily life, individuals are supposed to act by
mobilization of available knowledge; on the other hand, knowledge “production” seems to be the
ultimate aim of any scientific activity; and finally, the nature, the validity or the knowledge production
environment, are analyzed by deep epistemological studies2. Nevertheless, a new knowledge
management crisis is rising in today's industries and associated production lines, like for instance
semiconductor industry (SI), when they are challenged by short product life cycle that leads to the
continuous development of new products and technologies. In addition, increasing product demand
diversity and volume by customers, that often result in high-mix / low-volume production turn
manufacturing into a highly complex production environment. Success in such a competitive
environment requires not only sustainable capacities but also their efficient utilization rate which may
be ensured dynamically through appropriate, optimized, and sustainable QMS (Quality Management
System) strategies. Examples can be found in many organizations and department types, highlighting
the fact that all operational actors (eg: individuals, Operators, Technicians, Engineer’s, administrative,
…) or groups ( R&D, production, process, equipment, human resources (HR), suppliers, customers,
purchasing, finance,…), are not able anymore to share they competency in a coherent and efficient
way. Sharing competency, and by consequence managing knowledge, in such dynamic context
becomes the actual challenge to face.
This presentation highlights QMS & Knowledge Management operational challenges in 4.x (.0 –
Technological & .h -Human) SI industrial context, where Human-Tool interfaces & IA have already
started to be implemented. Based on operational case studies, it is shown how a methodology called
C-K FMEA34, complementary to Lean and Design Thinking methods, allows to move from “problem
solving” to “expandable rationality” 5 and, by this way, sustain QMS to reach IATF6 operational targets
in such dynamic industrial & R&D environment.
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